
Regulations for the use of  
the „MTP Free Wi-Fi” service 

§ 1 
1. These Regulations define the rules and scope of using the wireless Internet access 

service via the network of access points (hereinafter the Service). 
2. The service is provided by Międzynarodowe Targi Poznańskie sp.z o.o. with its seat 

in Poznań (hereinafter referred to as the Company), 60-734 Poznań, ul. Głogowska 
14, entered into the register of entrepreneurs of the National Court Register - 
District Court Poznań - Nowe Miasto and Wilda in Poznań, VIII Commercial Division 
of the National Court Register, under KRS number 0000202703 and the register of 
active VAT taxpayers - NIP 777-00-00 -488, share capital PLN 42,310,200.00. 
Registered in UKE as a telecommunications company under the number 9158. 

3. The service is provided: 
a. at ul. Głogowska 14, both in the interiors of pavilions and buildings, as well as 

in the open area, with local restrictions resulting from the specific 
infrastructure or activities of MTP. 

b. on the premises of HWS Arena located at ul. Wyspiańskiego 33, 60-751 
Poznań in some of the administrative and organizational rooms and in the 
central part of the hall slab. 

§ 2 
1. The service is provided to people who have registered at wifi.mtp.pl (hereinafter 

User / Users). The wifi.mtp.pl website is available only after connecting to a 
wireless network with the SSID: MTP Free Wi-Fi. The use of the Service is possible 
only after the User logs in, based on the access data provided to him after the 
correct registration. Access to the Service is granted to the User for a specified 
period of time, provided during registration / logging in. 

2. The service is provided to the User for a maximum of two devices at the same 
time, e.g. telephone, tablet, laptop, etc. (hereinafter referred to as Terminal). 
Connecting a third Terminal by the User automatically disconnects the first one. The 
terminal is identified by the access management system during the first login to the 
Service. 

3. MTP is entitled to impose restrictions on the Service, including in terms of the time 
of a single connection, bandwidth, data transfer limit and other transmission 
parameters, limiting access to selected content and services on the Internet, 
supervision of information or data to the extent required by applicable law. 

4. MTP does not provide any guarantees: 
a. continuous coverage of the entire area of the Service provision with the signal, 
b. constant bandwidth of the link and its other parameters, 
c. uninterrupted operation of the Service, 
d. availability of all network, application and Internet services. 

§ 3 
1. Before using the Service, each User should read the provisions of these 

Regulations. Logging in to the Service and starting to use it means acceptance of 
it. Complaints resulting from failure to comply with the provisions of these 
Regulations will not be considered. 

2. The User may not use the Service, inter alia, for the following purposes: 
a. uploading and sharing content that is illegal or subject to intellectual property 

protection, the subject of which is not the User; 
b. uploading and sharing content that may violate anyone's personal rights; 
c. mass distribution of unsolicited advertising content (so-called spam); 
d. transmission of IP packets with a false sender's address; 
e. programmatically changing the Terminal parameters (e.g. MAC address); 
f. attempts to illegally enter the resources of information systems in the 

possession of other network users; 



g. disseminating computer viruses and other programs that may damage 
computers of other network users; 

h. load the bandwidth to a large extent by providing some network services, e.g. 
web servers, IRC, NNTP etc .; 

i. building permanent subnets as well as providing the Service to other devices 
(e.g. tethering); 

j. disrupting or obstructing the operation of the Service in any way other than 
those listed above. 

3. In the event of failure by the User to comply with the provisions of these 
Regulations and use of the Service inconsistently with its intended purpose, the 
Company has the right to block access to the Service. In such cases, the User is not 
entitled to any claims for damages. 

4. The User is solely responsible for the manner in which he uses the Service, including 
the content and other content of the messages sent, including criminal liability for 
illegal activities. 

5. The User is solely responsible for the consequences of using the Service, arising 
from the knowledge of the User's login data by third parties. 

6. The User is obliged to exercise due diligence in protecting the Terminal against 
unauthorized access and other ICT security threats (e.g. viruses, spam, etc.). 

§ 4 
1. The service may be filtered by the Company 
2. The Company does not guarantee the proper operation of all network technologies, 

eg some tunneling solutions (VPN). 
3. The Company reserves the right to register network traffic and process Users' 

personal data in order to provide the Service, in accordance with generally applicable 
provisions of law. 

4. The Company is not responsible for technical breaks in the operation of the Service 
caused by events beyond its control and beyond its control, resulting in a temporary 
lack of coverage of the area on which the Service is provided (e.g. as a result of 
unfavorable weather conditions), reduction of link capacity, interruptions in operation 
or other difficulties in using the Service. 

5. The company is not responsible for: 
a. unauthorized use of software or other works subject to intellectual property 

protection available on the Internet; 
b. damages caused by software provided by third parties; 
c. User's actions as part of the Service, including damages caused by him; 
d. data collected or transferred by the User; 
e. damages that may be incurred by the User in connection with the use of the 

Service, in particular for: 
• data or destruction of software or User Terminal; 
• User's data; 
• in the receipt or transmission of data due to lack of transmission, 

incorrect transmission, delays or interruptions in access to the 
network. 

6. Complaints related to the use of the Service should be reported to the Trade Fair 
Technical Services points or Customer Relationship Managers. 

§ 5 
1. The Regulations are a document adopted by the Company, the powers of which 

include changing the content of the Regulations. The changes come into force when 
the new content of the Regulations is posted on the website wifi.mtp.pl. 

2. In matters not covered by these Regulations, other internal documents of the 
Company, announced, and then generally applicable provisions of Polish law, shall 
apply. 

3. The Regulations come into force on 01 August 218. 
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